
Uncover $10,000 in your practice for 
immediate Return on Investment



• The key metrics that can lead to quick and tangible ROI improvements for your 
practice

• Overview of how these metrics can help your practice identify areas for 
improvement 

In this session we will cover:



On average 

practices can 

find an 
additional 

$10,000

1.   Historical 10997 opportunities

2.   Historical 93666 opportunities

3.   Historical MT83-MT89 opportunities

4.   Uncompleted and unbilled appointments

5.   Billings on hold

6.   Outstanding debt

7.   Private flu vaccine opportunity 

8.   After hours



How can you do it to?

1. Identify potential missed items, accounts and uncompleted and unbilled 
appointments

2. Streamline your process for continuous improvement

3. ROI - Record your return on investment



Return on Investment program
• The average FTE GP for the cohort was 5

• All of the practices use Best Practice Premier as their practice 
management software

• They all use Cubiko

• Mixture between owner-operator practices and those in larger groups and 
corporates

• 80% of the practices were mixed billing



Free Download

Return on Investment 
template



1. Historical 10997 opportunities
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical opportunities

• MBS Item number 10997 provides ongoing care, 
routine treatments, monitoring, and support for 
patients between the more structured reviews 
of their care plans by their usual GP. This 
assistance includes clinical progress checks, 
medication compliance monitoring, self-
management advice, and the collection of 
information to support the GP’s reviews 
of GPMPs.



Have you previously audited your historical 10997 
opportunities?
Please share in the chat your findings $$



ROI Program Findings
We found that on average practices who participated in the ROI program 
found an additional $5,748 in historical 10997 billings per annum. 



Identify historical 10997 opportunities
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical opportunities

• Use this metric to identify the number of nurse 
appointments that were with patients who may 

have been eligible for an Item 10997, but no Item 

10997 was billed with the same service date.



Identify historical 10997 opportunities
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical opportunities

• Eligibility for item 10997 is based on historical 

billings of 721, 723, 731, 732 & telehealth, telephone 

and non-VR equivalents. 

• Patients who received five item 10997s in a 

calendar year are not considered eligible for 

further billing opportunities of item 10997s in that 

calendar year.



Identify historical 10997 
opportunities

Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical 

opportunities

• See a list of patients who were 
potentially eligible for an item 10997, 
but no item 10997 was billed with the 
same service date.

• Find missed billings for this item by 
reviewing your patient files and 
checking for any patients who have 
chronic conditions and have received 
nursing consultations. 

• We recommend set up an 
appointment type in your Practice 
Management Software as ‘10997’ so 
that it’s easier to conduct historical 
chart audits. 



Streamline your process-
Possible Service opportunities 

today

• Streamline your process for continuous 

improvement

• Check your possible Item 10997 service 

opportunities today
• Download and print

• Add to Favourites



Streamline your process - Possible 
Item 10997 opportunities

• Item 10997

• Track completion rate for current calendar 

year

• View 10997s remaining for current 
calendar year

• View date of last 10997 billed

• Sort table by appointment type

• Download and print

• Add to Favourites



Continuous improvement - Continue to 
monitor historical 10997 opportunities 

regularly



Record your ROI and 
continuous improvement

Use the template to record your 
Return on investment

Continue to record your findings 
and the improvement 



Historical 93666 opportunities
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical opportunities

• See a list of patients who may have received a 
COVID-19 Booster vaccine but wasn’t billed an Item 
93666.

• Please note that this item number has ended (as of 
1 February 2023), and we are coming up to cut off 
date in December 2023. We recommend reviewing 
this metric and actioning any missed historical 
opportunities before it’s too late. 



ROI Program Findings
We found that on average practices who participated in the ROI program 
found $106 in billings in appointments where a patient had received a 
third COVID-19 vaccine, but Item 93666 had not been billed to Medicare.



Identifying Historical 93666 
opportunities

Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical opportunities

• This item could be billed in conjunction with 
COVID-19 Vaccine Suitability Assessment Service 
MBS items (93644, 93645, 93646, 93647, 93653, 
93654, 93655 and 93656) when a patient received 
a third dose or booster dose of a COVID-19 vaccine.

• See a list of services that were billed a Vaccine 
Suitability Assessment Service during their COVID-
19 booster appointment but were not billed the 
COVID-19 Vaccine Booster Incentive.



Record your ROI

Use the template to record your 
Return on investment



Historical MT83-MT89 opportunities
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical opportunities

• GPs can receive the Veterans’ Access Payment 
(VAP) for providing services to eligible veterans 
and their dependents, based on the Modified 
Monash Model (MMM) classification since 1 Jan 
2022. 

• DVA has introduced telehealth-specific VAP 
incentives, which can be claimed using the 
appropriate item numbers when providing services 
to eligible veterans.



ROI Program Findings
We found that on average practices who participated in the ROI program 
found $245 in billings for historical appointments where services were 
provided to eligible patients but did not bill an MT83-89.



https://www.dva.gov.au/providers/provider-news/change-how-general-practitioners-claim-veterans-access-payment-vap

Find your MT number 
for your practices 

Monash level.



Identifying Historical MT83-MT89 
opportunities

Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical opportunities

• Use this metric to get an overview of potential 
missed MT83-89 items by practitioner, the potential 
billings and a list of details for the invoices that 
may be eligible to have an item MT83-89 billed. 

• Eligibility is based on invoices that were billed to 
DVA and include telehealth or telephone services 
but do not already have a bulk-billing incentive 
already attached.



Record your ROI

Use the template to record your 
Return on investment



Uncompleted and unbilled appointments
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Operational

• Uncompleted and unbilled appointments are a common 
source of missed billings and are common across 
practices for a number of reasons:

• Technology or bad process inhibits the billing, for 
instance just as a GP goes to process a billing your 
practice management system crashes

• Forgot to bill – to be honest, sometimes the most 
common reason, that it’s difficult to juggle many tasks 
during the day.

• With some item numbers such as a Team Care 
Arrangement (item 723), the appointment may need to 
be put on hold but instead sits uncompleted.

• The appointment did not occur, as it may be a Did Not 
Attend (DNA), but not marked as such.

• The appointment went longer, and the billing came 
through at a different time, outside the appointment 
book. For instance, if a GP has a telephone consult at 7 
p.m. when the appointment book only goes to 6 p.m.



ROI Program Findings
We found that on average practices who participated in the ROI program 
found $1,944 per annum from using Cubiko to help process uncompleted 
and unbilled appointments.



Identifying Uncompleted patient 
appointments

Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Operational

• Use this metric to show the number of patient 
appointments that are not marked as ‘complete’.

• We recommend reviewing these metrics to ensure 
all appointments are finalised and marked 
accordingly.

• It is best practice to ensure you are also marking 
nurse appointments that happened as complete 
here aswell to ensure your utilisation and 
appointment count metrics are accurate!



Identifying Unbilled appointments
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Operational

• Use this metric to show the number of 
appointments that do not have a billing with the 
same service date.

• These appointments are often marked as 
completed in your appointment book but there is 
no billing from this appointment. 



Uncompleted and unbilled appointments
Streamline your process

1. How do you want your appointment book to look at the end of the day, ensure a 
daily check is done to complete all appointments

2. Check each morning any uncompleted and unbilled appointments for the day 
before to process regularly

3. Record your progress



Record your ROI

Use the template to record your 
Return on investment



Billings on hold
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Operational

• A billing on hold is when an invoice has been 
created but not yet processed completely. 



ROI Program Findings
We found that on average practices who participated in the ROI program 
generated $1,399 annually in additional billings.



Identifying Billings on hold
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Operational

• You can use this metric to view a list of the billings 
on hold. 

• You can get insights into the invoice date, aged 
and invoice ID.

• Jump into your Practice Management Software to 
process billings for these billings. 



Billings on hold
Streamline your process

1. Check each morning your billings on hold and process regularly

2. Do you have a lot of billings on hold due to doing a lot of skin excisions? Use our 
skin excision workflow to setup and manage billings raised and held awaiting 
results

3. Record your progress



Record your ROI

Use the template to record your 
Return on investment



Outstanding debt

• Use this metric to find billings that may 

be owed but not yet recovered.

• Cash is key to the continued operation 
of the practice, so chasing up and 

processing these accounts can help 

sustain your cash flow.



ROI Program Findings
We found that on average practices who participated in the ROI program 
were able to recoup $4225 in outstanding debt over a two-week period.



Identifying Outstanding debt

• Use the filters on this page to view the 

debtor list by payer

• Choose to include Medicare and DVA 
debts alongside your private accounts

• Filter your list via invoice age



Outstanding debt
Streamline your process

1. Have your administration team check with metric regularly to identify patients 
with upcoming appointments that have outstanding accounts



Outstanding debt
Streamline your process

2. Keep track of the booked date and booked by to ensure your patients are being 
advised of any outstanding accounts prior to booking this next appointment if the 
patient already had an outstanding account when this appointment was being 
made.



Record your ROI

Use the template to record your 
Return on investment



Historical Flu vaccine opportunities
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical opportunities

• The page is comprised of two tabs, which 
highlight immunization 
records with and without a corresponding 
invoice with a service date for the day that the 
immunisation was given.



Customer Findings
We had a customer recently conduct an audit of their data. They found 
that they had 115 missed bulk billing consultations over the last two 
years, which totaled $2,176.65 (excluding bulk billing incentives). 

They also found 45 missed private flu vaccines. Based on a charge of 
$23.00 per vaccine that’s a finding of an additional $1,035. **

** The private flu vaccine did become free, however this practice was recording the Number of private vaccine supplied with 
a $0.00 invoice for the government for Reimbursement and these 45 were missed as there was no billing at all.



Identifying Historical Flu vaccine 
opportunities

Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical opportunities

• Use the list in the first tab to find a list of patients 
who have received a flu vaccine in their 
immunisation history but have no corresponding 
invoice for that date. Give this list to your nursing 
team to action, which they can complete a chart 
audit and discuss with the relevant GP to bill 
appopriately.



Identifying Historical Flu vaccine 
opportunities

Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation > Historical opportunities

• The second tab looks at a list of all immunisation 
appointments over the last two years that have 
an invoice at your practice location. You can 
review this list to see if there are any other 
irregularities with your immunisation workflow.



NEW sneak peak:
Review after hours billings



Review after hours billings
Clinic optimisation > Billing optimisation 

• Here you will be able to view some key 
information such as:

* the potential missed billing opportunity for appointments 
that were after hours but billed regular standard consult item 
numbers and the number of after hours appointments.

*A full list of after hour appointments

*Unbatched invoices that may have been billed incorrectly 
and can be amended prior to being submitted to Medicare



Q&A
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